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Welcome
As you cross the gates of Palácio Tangará, passing 

through the alley with all the imperial palm 

trees, you will enter a world of classic elegance, 

surrounded by the exuberant nature of the Burle 

Marx Park. Outside, we have the vibrant city of São 

Paulo, the financial and cultural capital of Brazil. 

Here our guests will enjoy the luxury of an oasis of 

tranquility. Palácio Tangará, one of the exclusive 

Masterpiece hotels of the Oetker Collection, 

combines the charm of refined European 

hospitality with Brazilian friendliness and warmth.





Destination
Well known as a business destination, the 

city also reveals a cosmopolitan and vibrant 

life, offering a rich cultural scene, a unique 

mix of museums, art galleries, local and 

international cuisine, as well as a variety 

of entertainment choices. The Burle Marx 

Park, in the surroundings of the Hotel, 

provides a brief display of the beauty 

and exuberance of the tropical forest.



Urban   Oasis



Hotel
A striking feature of Palácio Tangará is the fact 

that it is embraced by the exuberant vegetation 

of Parque Burle Marx. Its spacious environments, 

designed for relaxation, surrounded by green, 

make this Palace a true urban oasis amidst the 

frenzy of São Paulo. This feeling of refinement 

is enhanced by the generous heated pools, the 

spa and fitness center, in addition to the refined 

cuisine. The days with plenty of natural light 

and the mild evenings will provide even more 

charm and elegance to your moments with us.





With 141 spacious rooms, including 59 suites, 

with balconies or terraces and invigorating views 

of the green, allowing our guests to relax and feel 

integrated with nature. Generous interiors with 

plenty of natural light, combined with the warm 

decor, give the rooms a home away from home 

feeling. The team of Brazilian architects and 

designers created environments of discreet luxury, 

with a lot of personality, offering a balance between 

modern and classic. The attentive governance team 

is always ready and available to delight our guests.

Accommodations







The internationally renowned Chef Jean George 
Vongrichten opens his first address in South 
America at Palácio Tangará. Its cuisine, with a 
mild Asian influence, now gains a Brazilian touch 
brought by the executive chef Filipe Rizzato. 
Our Tangará Jean-George’s restaurant, with a 
chef’s table and private dining; the cozy Pateo do 
Palácio, open all day; the Pool Bar, surrounded 
by the green; our beautiful wine cellar and the 
Burle Bar with its intimate style, harmonize the 
gastronomic experience. The vast terraces that 
surround these environments, overlooking Burle 
Marx Park, make up this invigorating scenario.

Gastronomy





T A N G A R Á  J E A N - G E O R G E S

The world-renowned chef Jean Georges Vongrichten 

runs his only address in South America, at 

Palácio Tangará, inspired by subtle touches of 

Asian cuisine, and now combined with Brazilian 

elements. The Tangará Jean-George’s restaurant 

features an exclusive Chef ’s table and private 

dining with an outdoor terrace in the middle of 

Burle Marx Park and an elegant wine cellar. Here, 

it is possible to taste the Chef ’s unique creations, 

either in the a la Carte menu or in the tasting 

menu that is served in six courses and paired with 

the best wines in the world, by our sommeliers.







P A T E O  D O  P A L Á C I O

On an outdoor terrace overlooking Burle Marx 

Park and with plenty of fruit trees, Pateo do 

Palácio invites you to taste the creations of chefs 

Jean-Georges Vongrichten and Felipe Rizzato 

throughout the day. Enjoy breakfast, lunch, 

evening tea, dinner or simply stop by for a 

happy hour in a refined, open-air environment, 

with live music. The hotel also has a Pool 

Bar and a 24-hour In Room Dining service.





SpaThe Flora Spa is a spacious temple dedicated 

to beauty and relaxation where facials, body 

treatments and therapeutic massages will 

awaken the senses. Drawing inspiration 

from the nature around us, our spa, with 

its six elegant treatment rooms, is the ideal 

retreat for relaxation. This true Oasis also 

offers a semi-Olympic indoor heated pool, 

Japanese tub, dry and steam saunas, and a 

gym with state-of-the-art equipment, creating 

a unique environment for your well-being.





Events
The Tangará Palace is unique in São Paulo. 

The classic elegance of its sumptuous 

halls combined with the exuberant 

vegetation that surrounds it make up the 

perfect setting for your most prestigious 

events - from unforgettable weddings and 

glamorous social gatherings to corporate 

meetings and events. Our nine elegant 

rooms, filled with natural light, bring 

your event closer to the nature of Burle 

Marx Park, making it even more exclusive.
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